CONTENT &
SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGER
Simply Jet is a fast-growing on-demand private jet
charter brokerage company based in Lausanne. We are
convinced that the human factor is the key to success
and are proud of the strong team we have put
together. Bringing your own ideas, creativity and
entrepreneurship is particularly important to us.

YOUR ROLE
As our Content and Social Media Manager, you will
help Simply Jet grow by strengthening our brand
equity and building quality content across the
customer journey. Thanks to your rock-solid editorial
strategy you will increase the company awareness
among relevant targets, convert more quality leads
and improve customer loyalty.

PLACE OF WORK
YPartially remote position or fully based in Lausanne.
Occasional travel may be required.

TASKS & RESPONSIBILITIES
Brand Strategy : act as a Simply Jet brand guardian and

make sure branding is consistent across all communication
channels, both internally and externally,
Build and implement our editorial strategy and calendar ,
making sure deadlines are met within budget,
Create, publish, or coordinate the production of online
and offline content on all our channels: website pages,

social networks, emailing campaigns, landing pages,
brochures, videos, press releases, presentations, sales
materials, …
Social Media management : you will bring our social

networks content and visibility to the next level, organically
and with sponsored content,
Work collaboratively with the team to generate content

ideas,
Measure content performance and communicate content

KPIs internally,
Perform active monitoring and content curation on topics
that are relevant to our targets.

We look forward
to receiving your
application!

CONTACT US
+41 414 104 414
hr@simply-jet.ch

THE DESIRED PROFILE
Professional English required (native or C2 level),
Demonstrated excellence in writing, proofreading, and
editing,
Comfortable with graphic design/image editing.
Experience in video editing would be a plus,
Highly organized with a strong attention to detail,
An interest in the private aviation industry.

CONDITIONS
Start date: ASAP,
Duration: indefinite,
Training opportunities,
Competitive salary,
A growing company full of mid- and long-term
opportunities.

